erties must differ before two neurons are assigned to distinct cell classes. Perhaps cell groups are more useful to neurobiologists than they are to the brains that they study. Gupta et al. (2) provide a striking resolution of this apparent impasse. They group cortical interneurons in three different ways. First, according to their discharge pattern, which determines the temporal pattern of inhibitory synaptic events impinging simultaneously onto several hundred target neurons. A second classification based on the axonal tree of interneurons defines the number and spatial distribution of these target cells. The third, functional classification derives from an impressive number of simultaneous recordings from inhibitory cells and multiple postsynaptic targets. When inhibitory cells discharge repetitively, the efficacy of their synapses with pyramidal cells changes in one of three kinetic patterns (see the figure). Although the first two groupings fragment cortical interneurons into 14 different classes, the third sorting maps perfectly onto these classes erties must differ before two neurons are assigned to distinct cell classes. Perhaps cell groups are more useful to neurobiologists than they are to the brains that they study. Gupta et al.
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